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22nd Sep 2015
Crash Tender Restoration after Plywood Delimitation

This has been a labour of love for some time now and some of you may
remember helping me in the past - well Im back for more help ? I will post some
photos of what I started with over 7years ago (eBay purchase) the stage I got to
over a five year period (in the Armed Forces then) and the point of resurrecting
the boat from a damp garage after at least two years and to date where the
plywood elimination issue was found and the position I to last Saturday. What are
my intentions - well the plywood has been purchased ready to make replacement
parts and the scroll saw (never used) has been tested and some practice is
needed. Also purchased some templates of a guy on eBAY which I have since
been told they are not that great - will let you know when I get them.
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22nd Nov 2020
SLEC Cabin Sides and Bulkheads

Well at last a little time to spend on my long protracted project. Although it was
only for a couple of hours I'm sort of pleased with the outcome. I knew buying bits
from SLEC would need some adapting to fit an Aerokits model, but didn't cater for
cabin sides being a shorter length. I was however impressed with the idea of
slotting the bulkheads into the cabin sides makes the build very easy. Also had a
go at the main cabin structure but the main supports were also to short. Hopefully
you clever guys will have an idea on how to overcome this new problem ?
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22nd Sep 2015
Delamination

You can also see the original engine mount which I have attempted to remove as
I have issues with the motor alignment - still the case but I can't seem to remove
the block without wrecking the hull. To be fair the hull is in a decent condition just
needs gluing as the majority of glue has perished and become extremely brittle.
Not complaining as this allowed the deck and superstructure to be removed quite
easily. The central piece of plywood fell out shortly after the picture ?
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18th Sep 2020
SLEC CMC Cutting

I took Scratchbuilder Bills advice and contacted SLEC for a quote on the
wheelhouse parts and Chris at SLEC is really helpful. It would seem they have
changed the old Aerokits part numbers to their own part numbers so my list made
little sense at first. Chris figured it out but just in case he is sending a scanned
copy of their catalogue for me to compare. Would I be able to post the catalogue
on here as unsure if it would break copyright?
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2nd Oct 2015
What Im Left With

After the other weekends work stripping back the deck and superstructure this is
what I'm left with. I think the glue removal is the next task and a check of the hull
alignment. I'm not 100% sure whether simply scrapping off the glue will be
enough to provide a suitable key when replacing the deck or whether I need to
sand down as well? I purchased the plans from the guy on eBAy for 15 pound
and to be honest they're not that bad but I'm using the original superstructure as
the template simply done the fact it was easier than cutting the paper ones.
Although the overall plan and original instructions are of good quality, I have
found the templates not to be that great and have found myself redoing the
wheelhouse front deck area twice now as they are not suited in either size or
shape to my models super structure - not sure why though as would have
expected all keilcraft models to be produced the same.
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5th Sep 2020
Thought I was getting Started

So after getting very happy on the fumes from Sanding Sealer last weekend I
thought I'd have another go at dry fitting the cabin. I managed to cut another cabin
top piece WF1 that was missing but the plans from ebay guy didn't work that well.
It looked alright just needed some filing to get it to fit but there is something a
miss with the supports. They were traced from originals but they are too short
even with the back bulkhead being moved closer. No stable platform to work from
makes it all a PITA. I'm thinking emailong SLEC to see of they can make the
cabin pieces on a single order as trying to fix errors is actually causing more lol.
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2nd Oct 2015
Engine Mount Issues

This little beast has given me so many problems over the years and still causing
me concern now. The engine mount I am sure is the route of all my problems with
engine alignment. I don't know what wood this thing is made from but I cannot
separate it from the engine base mount. I have attacked it with a chisel in the past
as you can probably see but nothing seems to separate it. With all the issues
having had the boat in a damp garage and now the dried out glue, split plywood I
am unsure whether to attack the mount with a chisel again. Any good ideas out
there?
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2nd Aug 2020
A New Start

I cant believe its been 5 years since this project started all over again due to
plywood delaminating...time flies! So things have moved on a little and issues with
motor position and whine are pretty much sorted. So time to start the rebuild with
today seeing some good progress as the scroll burst back to life with no major
issues other a few broken blades ? A few bad cuts but hopefully the rebuild won't
need everything to be spot on. Just the windows on the wheelhouse rear
bulkhead to cut out and I can get started.
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3rd Oct 2015
Side Pieces Cut

Well managed to master the scroll saw after snapping a few blades simply down
to never having used one before and no instructions on how to fit the blade or use
the tensioner (eBay's great) I've managed to cut out the side pieces and slow and
easy does it won the day. I've put both old and new in the photo just for
comparison and also to show some of the delimitation issue I had. Not looking
forward to cutting out the window area though. Another question for you all
though - does anyone know how to manufacture the white window surrounds or
even better anyone who's selling them for a 34" Crash Tender?
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25th Oct 2015
Crash Tender Restoration after Plywood Delimitation

Well after some issues with the scroll saw not cutting straight lines I resulted to
clamping the side pieces between two pieces of wood and using a fine file and
sandpaper to attain a straight line - worked a treat to be honest. The length of the
side piece prevented using the scroll saw to cut out the windows so resulted to a
coping saw (24tpI which was a bit rough) also some bauding and fine files to
finish them off. Spent the rest of the weekend removing old glue from the hull and
slightly confused as to why random pins kept appearing along one of the deck
supports. After removing a couple it became obvious what they were when the
two pieces of wood separated. Should have used the plans I bought off eBay as
they clearly showed that the deck/ hull support was made from two pieces of
wood nailed together - looks like superglue may come in handy on this one. Also
noticed on the plans that there are four port holes fitted something my one didn't
have fitted - does anyone know where I can these and what size they are?
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